Koordinationsstelle für
Veterinär-klinische Studien
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With foundation of koVET the VMF
established a new innovative facility
which is supposed to cross-link the
clinics’ and institutes’ various
activities and expertises in research
and direct services. Moreover koVET
shall act as interface between the
university and the pharmaceutical
industry and increase the bidirectional
information flow and cooperations.

Coordination Staff for
Veterinary Clinical Studies

Modern clinical studies are characterized by
an increased complexity of their
interrogations and high requests on planning,
scheduling, monitoring and documentation.
All these parameters got to meet the
requirements of international standards. Due
to the difficulties arising from the
prementioned terms it might be
problematically to find corresponding
partners carrying out projects auspiciously
and coordinating all necessary activities,
especially when various parts of the project
have to be conducted at different places.

The faculty for veterinary medicine (VMF) of
the university of Leipzig has a long tradition
in clinical research and can look back on a
long line of successful cooperations between
its different clinics and institutes on the one
hand and the pharmaceutical industry on the
other hand. The facilities of the VMF with
their expertise will be reliable partners for
scientific well-founded planning and
realization of clinical studies in future.

Advantages for customers:
- Projects from planning to evaluation made
in one casting
- Competent partners with international
scientific reputation
- Expertise in all branches of veterinary
sciences
- Trained staff (GCP)
- Extensive and flexible infrastructure from
molecular biological laboratory to large
animal stables
- Direct access to patients/cases/companies
for field study purposes

Interested? We are pleased to give
more detailed information.
ko

VET lends itself to arrangements of
clinical studies as a competent point
of contact for potential customers. It
initiates and boosts communication
between economical and on-campus
partners and koVET counsels and
supports on demand all phases of a
project (developing of protocols,
coordination, staff-training,
documentation, quality assurance and
control). This will strengthen the basis
for flexible and related to need
planning and realization of clinical
studies at the VMF.
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